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ABSTRACT 
In this paper we investigate the geometric structure of the variety gX of all Bore1 subgroups in 
a given linear algebraic group, which contain a fixed unipotent x. 3x is explicitly described in 
terms of Schubert cells for a certain class of unipotents. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a simple linear algebraic group over an algebraically closed field k. 
Let 9 denote the variety of Bore1 subgroups of G and let x be a unipotent 
element in G. We are interested in the geometric structure of the variety 
Qx={BEqxEB}. 
For x a regular or subregular unipotent element the structure of 97x is well- 
known, cf [ 131. In this article we consider the unipotents x with dim gX=2 (we 
call them 2-regular) in groups of type A,, D, or E,,. The methods can be used 
in many more cases. 
In section 2 we collect some definitions and general remarks concerning 
algebraic groups, in section 3 we explain the method which we execute in section 
4 (type A,), section 5 (type 0,) and section 6 (type En). As a result we find 
that all irreducible components of gX are either the product of two projective 
lines, or are ruled surfaces over a projective line with e=2, cf [3, Ch. V]. We 
express these components as subspaces of Schubert cells and give their inter- 
sections. 
This article is part of a thesis written under supervision of D. Siersma and 
T.A. Springer at the University of Utrecht. 
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The cohomology of gx, the Springer representation on it, and the inter- 
section form on H4($Q;Q) which arises from Slodowy’s work (cf [8]) will be 
discussed in a subsequent article. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND GENERAL REMARKS 
We fix in G a maximal torus T and a Bore1 subgroup B> T. Let W be the 
Weyl group N,(T)/Z&T), and fix representatives KZ,,,EN,(T) for WE W. 
Let Q=f@@QEd Q~ be the root space decomposition of g=Lie G and let 
d + cd be the set of positive roots (with respect to B), S = (a,, a2,. . . , a,} cd + 
the set of simple roots. The simple reflections sai E W are denoted si. To a Ed 
we associate an additive one-parameter subgroup x,: k-+G, with tx&)t-’ = 
=x,(cr(t)z) and we call its image x,(k) = U,. Then dx,(l) =A, generates Q~. 
U is the unipotent radical of B. Let U,,, = Ufl n,Un; ’ and UE, = Uwwo (w. is 
the longest element in W). The Bruhat decomposition of G gives a unique 
decomposition g=un,b with UE Uh-I and by B. Also, u can be written as 
ZJ = fl x,(<,) for certain l, E k, the product being taken over a &R(w) = 
=(cEd+Iw-l(a)<O}. 
The Bruhat decomposition of G gives a decomposition of 97 = G/B into the 
Schubert cells X,,, = Bn,B. We denote the point n,B E X,,, by e,. Given a de- 
composition of w into a product of O(w) simple reflections, the closure X,,, 
(called a Schubert variety) consists of all X,,,,, w’ the product of some subse- 
quence of simple reflections from the decomposition for w, cf [2, 8 31. Hence, 
if P(wsi) =P(w) + 1 it follows that X,ClE’,,. More precisely: let Q = W(CXi), so 
U,= U,,,rl Uwsi, and fix u E &I, then uU,e, is an affine line in X,, and its 
closure in Xwsi is the projective line un,,& which is obtained from uU,e, 
by adding the point at infinity ue,E X,,,. This statement follows because 
uU,e,,.= un,U,iesi= un,X,, which gives a reduction to the S&case. 
We call a line gXi, a line of type k (g E G). 
3. THE METHOD OF COMPUTATION 
For computational reasons it is better to switch to nilpotents in Q, rather than 
unipotents in G. So from now on x is ‘a nilpotent in Q. If char(k) is good for 
G this is equivalent to the original situation, cf [lo] or [6]. The computations 
below are correct in all characteristics. 
So now 
&Q=(gBEG/BjxELie gBg-‘} 
={un,BEG/BluEUk-1 and n;‘u-‘xun,ccb) 
={un,BEG/BlutzU~m I and u-‘xuELie U,,-I}, 
where Lie U,,-I is the linear span of (A,la~d+ -R(w)). 
We takex= C aEH &,A, with s,fO and NCd + , and distinguish two cases: 
a) if HCS we have u-‘xu=x+ C BEd+-s sp(u)Ap. Now we use that Ad(n 
is a multiple of A,(,) for all w E W and conclude that u - rxu E Lie U,- I 
implies that x E Lie U, - I, i.e. x,n 9*#0 implies e,E gx. 
Hence we proceed as follows: first compute the w E W for which 
XE Lie U,,-I (or equivalently w-‘(a)> 0 for all oz E H) and next find for 
those w the elements u E &-I such that u - ‘XU E Lie U,,-I. 
b) if HQS we need a more careful analysis. 
The elements w E W for which w-‘(a) > 0 for all a E H certainly give 
again points ue, E gx as above, since the formula above for U- ‘XU still 
holds. However we shall not necessarily find all w E W with X,il gx#O, 
because in the situation we consider here a root vector A, (a E H- S) may 
occur in both summations and be cancelled. Hence we take a closer look 
at the second summation. Define for a subset P of n + the set d+(P)= 
=W~+lD= c,,, rz,cz for integers nU 2 O}. For all w E Wwith Xwtl gx#O 
we have that R(w)Cd+ -A+(HflS). Because ue,EX,,, with UEUL-I has 
u = n.,.,w, x&J for certain <, E k (see 4 2) we conclude that we need only 
conjugate x with an element u E U which is the product of x,(&J for 
aEd+ -n+(HnS). 
For a, p E d + there are constants Q;&,~E k such that Ad(x,(r)& =Ag + 
+ c ccz,~;a,re%a+Pgl where the summation is taken over all &&>O such 
that Ra+P/3~d+, cf. [I2, 0 111. For G of type A,, D, or En only R=P= 1 
occurs. 
Hence a root vector A, (a E H- S) can be cancelled in u - ‘xu if A, can 
be obtained from the Ag (/3 E H- {a}) by a sequence of conjugations with 
x,(&A YE~+-d+wno 
If A, (a E H-S) can be cancelled we can also consider WE W with 
w- ‘(a)<0 (however, other conditions on w will come in, because the con- 
jugations will not only have produced A,). 
There can be made some other general remarks, but in fact one has to 
exploit the situation for a particular nilpotent x, using the presentation 
of u as a product of elements x&t,) and using the conjugation formula 
Ad(x,(<,))Ap. See 0 5.2.2 for a special case. 
Because we know a priori the number of components of ~3~ we have a check 
whether we have found all w E W with X,,,n gx#O; cf [9, Prop. IO.1 1 on 
p. 1571 or use the fact that the Springer representation (cf [ll]) on H4(2Jx; Q) 
is irreducible and identified with a standard representation of W in all cases 
considered. 
There are two ways to find the w E W for which w-‘(a) > 0 for all a E P, 
where P is some subset of d + . The first is to use a concrete description of W 
as a reflection group. 
The second is based on the observation that the WE W with w-‘(o)>0 
(a E P) are just those for which UL-I C Uj,, where Uh is the subgroup of U 
generated by the l-parameter subgroups { U&t E A + -A + (P)]. So one has to 
compute for which w E W we have R(w) C d + -d + (P). 
4. THE COMPONENTS OF 4 FOR G OF TYPE A, (~223) 
4.1.1. G=Sl,,+,, g=sl,+,. 
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We choose T={~=(~~)1~i,j~,,+1 E G lxti = 0 if i #j), the diagonal matrices 
in G, and B = {x E G lx0 = 0 if l’> j}, the upper triangular matrices. 
With eCEHom(T,G,) given by eR(diag(tl,tz,...,f,+r))=fC for lj&;n+l, 
we have d=(~~--&~Il~& &n+l and a#t’>, d+={~~-~~Il~B<~~n+l}, 
S={al:=&&-&~+$ s&n}. 
W is isomorphic to S,, + r, the permutation group on n + 1 letters. It acts on 
d by W(Q) = ~w(g). 
x,(z) = 1 + zA, (ZE k), where A, =l& if a = a&-- ep. Here E,, is the matrix 
with all entries 0, except for a 1 at the (R.,Qth entry. 
4.1.2. Because dim sX=+(dim Z,(x)- rank G) by [9, p. 1631 we conclude 
with [13, p. 1351 that a 2-regular nilpotent has two Jordan blocks of sizes 2 
resp. n-l. 
4.2.1. We choose x=A,, + Cy=, A,, in the 2-regular nilpotent conjugacy 
class. So N(x) = {or, a3, 04, . . . , a,} C S and we are in case a) of Q 3. First we 
compute the w E W for which w - ‘(ai) > 0 for i 22. 
One method to find these w is to interpret w-r as a permutation in S,, , . 
Then w-‘(ai)> translates to w-‘(i)<w-‘(i+l). Hence w-l is fixed by 
choosing w-‘(l)=& and w-‘(2)=I with lsR<!sn+ 1. 
(i) If &.=I we have w-‘(3)=2, w-‘(4)=3,...,w-‘(4?)=e-1, w-‘(e+l)= 
=P+ 1, . . . . w -yn+ l)=n+ 1. 
so w-‘=(&e-l ,...,3,2)=~~-~~~-~ ***~3~2 (for t?= 2 we take w = e). Here 
2s&n+ 1 and P(w)=t?-2. 
(ii) If B>l we have w-‘(3)=1, hence (~-~s~s~)(l)=l, (w-~s~s~)(~)=& and 
(w-~s~s~)(~)=P, so w-‘s2sl is a permutation of {2,3,...,n+ l} with 
properties analogous to those of w - ’ itself. By induction we find 
w-‘=(s~-pp-2”’ S~+l)(Sg-~S&$-2S~-l)“‘(S2S3)(SlS2) for 2561<PSn+ 1. 
Here P(w)=A+P-3. 
The same result is obtained by the second method: A + -A + (H(x)) = 
={a~d+la= C~=jaiforj=1,2and2~;W~~} andthe wfoundabovearejust 
those for which R(w)Cd + -A + (H(x)). 
4.2.2. Denote by MP4 the set of p x q-matrices and by Ep the standard regular 
nilpotent in Al,, so Ep= CrL1’ Ei,i+ 1. For all w above 
Uw-lC Uh= Eqa=(ajj)j4 ~M2,n-1 9 
3cjcn+l I -- 
while 
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In this notation is 
u-1xu= 
E2 E,a-aEn_, 
0 > En-1 ' 
with 
E2a-aEn-,= a23 
( 
a24-a13 025-a14 **a 
0 
a2,n+i-al,n . 
- a23 -a24 *a* -a,,, > 
(i) If W=S2S3 ~-+s~-~ (2~5&n+ 1) we have 
a= 
( a23 0 a24 0 ... a. a2,p 0 0  0.. ... 0  1. 
As explained in Q 3 we now look for the UE &I such that u-‘xu~Lie 
U,,-I. This means that we have to take a23 =a24 = ... =a2,+ I = 0, so 
u=l+t/l az+a3+ +ay-, for td. 
For t’=2 we have a=0 and we obtain the Schubert cell X,. For 
35&n + 1 we remark that u =Ad(n,,,.../)(l + tAaf_,). Hence we obtain 
the translated Schubert cell nszq ...s,_, UiP_, eslm, = nszs, ...sy-,XXC-, . 
(ii) If w=~~s,~s~s~~~~~~s~~~~~~+~s~+~~~~~~~~ (2sjij<!5;+1) we have 
a= a13 
( 
al4 a.. al,k+ I 0 . . . 0 0 *.* 0 
a23 a24 ... a2,fi+l a2,8+2 ..' a2,e 0 ..a 0 >. 
Hence we need: 
for L=2, P=3: a,,=0 
for R,+ 1 =P>3: 
i 
a13=a14= ..a =al,a-,=O 
j 
a13=a24= ... =a2,R-l=a2,R=0 
I al,k=a2,k+l. 
for R.+l<P: 
i 
a13=a14= ..a =al,&=O 
a23=a24= ... =a2,R= ... =a2,p-,=0. 
(ii) a) So for R=2, t?=3: ~4=1+tA,,+~~ = Ad&)(1 + tA,,) for t E k, and we 
obtain the translated Schubert cell ns2Xs,. 
(ii) b) For R+l=t?>3: ~=l+t,A,,+,~+...+~,_,+t~A,~+~,+...+~,,+ 
+t24q+a,+...+a#= 
=Ad nszs,.S~~Z...SI(~Z~X~~.Ss~,(1+tlAax_,+tlAal+f2Aal-2+ag~,+al) 
for tr, t2Ek. 
To state the results in the sequel better we first give a definition: For three 
a Y 
simple roots a, /3, y forming an A,-diagram l ---• 
P 
---• we define 
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So in case (ii) b) above we have found the hyperplanes 
in the Schubert cells 
12 S~S,‘s~s~“‘S~-~S~-J’Sy-, X S,_,S,S,&, (3sfisnn). 
(ii) c) For &+ l<t?: ~=l+t~A,,+,~+...+~,+t~A~~+~,+ ..’ +a,-, = 
=Ad ns2s,.s,s2... Sa~,S~-2’SKS~+,“‘Sy_l (1 +tl&_,+t24-,) for tl, t2Ek. 
So we obtain the translated Schubert cells 
rl s2s,‘s~s*“‘s~~,sy-*‘s~s~+,‘~‘s~~~ X sx-,sf-, (3sR.+ 1 <esn+ 1). 
4.2.3. From the above we conclude that !Bx consists of the point X,, the n 
lines ns2Xs,9 nszs3...s,,_, X,,, (2 s&n), the +(n - l)(n - 2) planes 
n szs,‘s~s~“‘s,~s~~,‘s,~+,sI~+~~‘~sI’~, Xsicsj, (2 s k + 1 < Ps n) 
and the n-2 planes ~SzS,.S9SZ...SI’~,Sli~Z.S,~XSI~,SY+,~S,I GsLsn- 1). 
* The configuration of the lines is 
To this configuration we have to add the +(n - l)(n - 2) + (n - 2) = +n(n - 1) - 1 
planes. 
From the remarks in Q 2 we can deduce the relative positions of lines and 
planes in :1A,. The plane Xs,i_,sl+,;s,l consists of the affine pieces of lines of type 
8, namely the affine lines 
which have the points (1 + tA,,$-, + tAalc+,)eSLmISK+, EX ,,,~,,!+, in their closure. 
The closures of the planes are the irreducible components of :dx: 
- 
n s*s,‘s~s~“~s,:sI:~,‘s~~+,s~+*~~~sI’~, &s,. = c,, Y 
and 
n s*s,‘s,s*“‘s,-,sy-*‘s( ~sK~,s~+,;sli=G. 
C,, r is the product of a line of type 8. and a line of type e, while C, is a ruled 
surface over a diagonal in C,- t, &+ r . 
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Ruled surfaces over a projective line a,re classified by a non-negative integer 
e, and they have two disjoint sections with selfintersection +2 resp. - 2, cf 
[3, Ch. V]. 
First note that all surfaces C, are isomorphic, so we only have the consider 
C, in et4. One checks that e(CJ = 2, that LI& = C,n C,- 1,8+1 is a section of C, 
with selfintersection - 2 and that AR = n,,:d, is a section of C, with seifinter- 
section + 2. The computations are best done in the flag variety .9 which is 
isomorphic to .‘%. 
4.2.4. The geometric intersections of the components C,,, and C, follow 
from the explicit formulae above. To understand the table below, note that 
Cfi,p= C,,,. On the right-hand side we give subdiagrams of the Dynkin diagram 
of 6. The existence of such a subdiagram is equivalent to the statement on the 
left. 
Il=fl? P n 
cll,en Gl,. =line of type L 6. l .-a 
R m I n 
= point H .-. .-. 
=0 ej otherwise 
R f=m 
C,;,,fIC, =line of type m e l -.------*--a 
Ii m P 
=A, # .-.-. 
I: m Y 
= point H .-.-.-. 
=0 e otherwise 
yi e R P 
clsnc, = point e .-.-. -0 or l -.-.-.-. 
=0 e otherwise 
We represent intersections in a diagram as follows: let C and D be components 
of :&, then 
C D 
. l means cm=0 
C D 
0 ---• means cm = point 
Below we give the intersection diagram for n = 8. A component C,,, is indi- 
Fi 
cated by tf and a component C, by l 
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13 14 15 16 17 
7 
REMARKS 
1. Horizontal and vertical dotted lines indicate lines of type 1,2, . . . ,6 from top 
to bottom resp. of type 3,4, . . . . 8 from left to right. The oblique dotted lines 
are the diagonals A2,4s, . . . . A,. 
2. All n(n - 2) - 2 line-intersections represent different lines. Unlike these line- 
intersections not all point-intersections represent different points: one point 
in common have the components 
C~_,,a+l;CR-l,K+2;C~,R+2;Ca and C,,, for 2rA~n-2. 
Ck-r;CK+, and CK-1,8+1 for 3<R<n-2. 
Ca,p;CR+I,I;CR,p+I and Cfi+l,v+l for 2<CI+l<&n. 
3. The +(n - l)(n - 2) components C,,, correspond to the +(n - l)(n - 2) polari- 
zations of x, cf. [5, Th. 3.31. 
5. THE COMPONENTS OF dx FOR G OF TYPE D, (nz4) 
5.1.1. Let I/ be a vector space over k of dimension 2n. Choose a basis 
{ er, e2, . . . . e2,,) of I/ and define the symmetric bilinear form @ on V by 
Wi, ej) =6i,2n+ I -j- 
The orthogonal group O,,(k) = {XE Gl( V)I@(xu, xw) =@(o, w) for all 
U,WE V)={XEG~~,(~)~C~=~ Xp;X2n+1-p,2n+1-j=Bij for lsi,js2~~). The 
special orthogonal group SOz,(k) = O,,(k) 17 Sf&). 
G = S02,(k) is of type 0,. 
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~=~02,(k)=(XE~12,(k)lX~+X2,+~_~,2n+~-i=O for lji,js2n}. We choose 
T= {XE G/xij=O if i#j}, the diagonal matrices in G, and B= {XE G/Xi;=0 if 
i > j}, the upper triangular matrices in G. 
With cp, as defined in 4.1.1 we have 
W is isomorphic to a semidirect product of S, and (Z/2Z)“- ‘. We represent 
WE Was W=(n,(5i)lciS,) with RES,, and <i= f 1 while n:=, ti=l. Watts on 
d by W(Q) = & . G(L). 
x,(z)= 1 +zA, (ZEN), where Aa=E~r-E2n+,-u,zn+I-r: if a=~~-&~. The 
case a = sy, + se is covered by using the relation ep= - s2n + , -(‘. 
5.1.2. Again dim :dX= +(dim Z,(x) - rank G) and we conclude with [4, car 
3.8a] that for n =4 there are three 2-regular nilpotent conjugacy classes, with 
Jordan blocks of sizes (5,1,1, I), resp. (4,4), resp. (4,4) and two 2-regular 
conjugacy classes for n>5 with Jordan blocks of sizes (2n - 3,1,1,1) resp. 
(2n - $5). 
The three conjugacy classes for n =4 are permuted by a triality auto- 
morphism of D4. 
5.2.1. In this section x is a 2-regular nilpotent in g with associated partition 
(2n - 5,5). We take n~5 in this section. For n> 5 there does not exist an 
element x in the 2-regular conjugacy class with associated partition (2n - 5,5) 
for which H(X) cS. So we are in case (b) as discussed in $ 3. 
Let H={al,(~3,a4,...,a,,P,=az+a3+ ... +a,-2+a,}. One checks that 
x= LH A, has associated partition (2n - 5,5). 
d+-d+(HnS)={a~d+la=C:=, nisi with (nt=l and ~~21) or n2=l}. 
The discussion in 0 3 leads us to consider whether A8, can be obtained from 
&,, 4q &4’ * * * 9 Aa,,} by a series of conjugations with x,(&,) for y~d + - 
-d +(HnS). It is readily seen that the only possibility to cancel AP, is to use 
AWcz2+.,+ . +anm2 (- w&,,=4x,,-~,,. 
Now Ad(xa2+a3+...+n,_2(- ~))(x)=(C,,,,,A,)-A~~-A,,+.~+...+,~~ with 
/32=a2+a3+ *-* +a,-2+a,-l. 
We can cancel Aa,+az+...+(Y,mZ by conjugating with ~~,+,-++...+~,,-~(l) and 
obtain ( CuEHnS A,) - APr, but we cannot cancel Ap, without reproducing ADI. 
Hence the w E W with X, fl !aX # 0 are characterized by: R(w) c n + - n +(H) or 
R(w)c~+ -A+(H’) where H’=(al,a,,a4,...,~,,82}. 
A+-n+(H)={a~n+la= i ai for j=1,2 and 2sLzn-1, or 
c=j 
a=y: =al+2a2+2a3+ ..- +2a,-2+a,-I+a, 
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d, -d+(H’)={a~L3+la= C ai forj=1,2 and 2sILjn-2, or 
i=j 
n-2 
a=( C ai)+ctn forj=1,2, or a=y}. 
i=j 
In ,4 + -d +(H) one rediscovers (deleting the root v) d + -d +(H(x)) for the 
2-regular nilpotent x= A,, + Cy:i Aai in a simple group of type A,-, . In 
d + - d + (H’) the same holds, changing a, _, to (Y,. 
To compute the WE W with w-‘(a)>0 for a EH resp. cy EH’ there are two 
methods (see 4 3): 
a) represent w- * by (n;(&)~=,), see $ 5.1.1. If a=~~-&~, then w-‘(a)>0 is 
equivalent to [n(g) < z(e) and cp = 1 or rc(R) > n(t?) and += - 11. If (Y = cK + sy, 
then w - ‘(cI) > 0 is equivalent to [n(a) < z(f) and Ed = 1 or n(a) > n(e) and 
,sr= 11. This reduces the problem to elementary combinatorics. 
b) find the WE W with R(w)Cd+ -d+(H), resp. with R(w)Cd+ -n+(P). 
Because the sets d + - d +(H) and d + -d +(H’) have a simple structure the 
second method works here fast: the w E W with R(w) Cd + -d +(H) - {y} 
are obtained by direct analogy with the ~I,_~-case, as explained above. If 
w-‘(y)<0 we necessarily have that f?(w)gh(y)=2n--3. Because R(w)C 
cd + -d +(H) and d + -d +(H) consists just of 2n - 3 elements we conclude 
that R(w) = n + -A +(H). So w is the element given under (v) below. 
Analogously we analyse the case R(w) Cd + -d +(H’). 
The WE Wwith R(w)cd+-d+(HnS)=d+-d+(H’nS) are 
(i) w=s~s~~~~s~-~s~-~ for 2sL!sn-1 (for e=2 we take w=e) with e(w)= 
=e-2. 
(ii) w=(s2s~)(s~s2)~~~(sp-lsp~2)(s~s~-I)(sI:+1s~+2~~~sp-l) for 25R<Ejn- 1 
with e(w)=g+P--3. 
Apart from these the w E W with R(w)Cd + -d+(H) are 
(iii) w=s~s~***s,-~s,-~ with !(~)=n-2. 
(iv) W=(S~S~)(S~S~)...(SR-~S~_~)(S~SI-~)(S~+~S~,.~..‘S,_~) for 25Lzn-1 with 
P(w)=Pc+n-3. 
(V) w=(~~s1)(~3s2)“‘(s,_2s,_3)(~,_ls,_2)~, with e(w)=2n-3. 
And the extra w E W with R(w)c~ + -d +(H’) are 
(iii)’ w=s~s~***s,-~s,-~s, with L’(w)=n-2. 
(iv)’ w~(s2sl)(s3s2)~~~(s~-lsI!-2)(s~s~-l)(s~+lsE;+2”‘s~-3~~-2s~) for 2jB5 
jn-2 with B(w)=k+n-3; 
w=(s~s~)(s~s~)...(s,_~s,_~)(s,_~s,_~)(s,s,_~) with t(w)=2n-4. 
(v)’ w=(s2s,)(s3s2)~~~(s,~2s,~3)(s,,s,~z)s,-l with t?(w)=2n-3. 
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5.2.2. For a matrix m = (mij) E Mp4 we denote by fi = (KZij) eMqp the matrix 
with mij + fi 2n+l-j,2n+l-i= 0. 
Let P=HUW’, then u E U$ is of the form 
a=(aij)i=1,2 E”2,n-2* 
35jsn 
Fn-2= 
and 
Gn-z=E~n-2,-,,,-E~n-2),2~Mn-2,n-2. 
IfR(w)c13+-d+(H)wehavebl=b2=OandifR(w)Cd+-d+(H’)wehave 
a,,, =a2,n =O, hence a6+iib=O. We shall assume this in the computations 
below. 
It follows that u- ‘xu = 
E2 E2a-aE,-, E2b+bEn-2+F,-2-aG,-2 
0 En-2 Gn-2 
0 0 -En-2 
0 0 0 
Fn-2~-a~n-2+bEn-~&aEn-26-aG,-26 
En-,6+bE2+E’,-,+G,,-,~ 
-En-,fi+6E2 
-E2 
with 
E2a-aEn-2= a23 
( 
a24-a13 a25-a14 --. a~,.--~.-1 
0 - a23 -a24 ..* -a2+i ) 
... 
E2b+bEn-2+F,,_2-aG,-2= b2-a,,n-l bl+al,, 0 0 1-a2, -1 2+a2,n  ...  > 
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and 
with 
Now we look at the various cases: 
(i) here a= 
( 
0 0 -** 0 0 **a 0 
9 
a23 a24 .a. a2,p 0 ... 0 > 
b=O and c=O. 
Hence we obtain, analogously to the A,- t-case, the Schubert cells X, and 
rl S2S3...S,~,XS,~, (35&n- 1). 
(ii) here a = 
( 
013 aI4 .a. al,k+l 0 . . . . . . 0 9 
a23 a24 .a. a2,k+1 --a a2,r 0 e.9 0 > 
b=O and c=O. 
Hence we obtain, analogously to the A,- t-case, the following (linear sub- 
spaces of) Schubert cells: 
for & = 2, e= 3: naXS, 
for g+ 1=03: ~s~s,.sjs~...s~~2sy~j.sy~,~sL~zsy~s~~,. 
for R+ 1~: ~qs,.s~s~...sa~,s,~,.s~s,+ ,... sp-2xS,-,s~-,. 
(iii) this is case (i) with e= II, so we obtain IZ~~~~...~,-~X~~-, . 
(iv) this is case (ii) with P=n, so we obtain 
n s~s,‘s~s~“‘s”-,sn-~‘s,-~ x s,-,s,-,;s,-, resp. n s*s,‘s,s*“‘s~-,s~-*‘s~s~+,“‘s”-~ X %1&l- 
(v) here a= 43 
al4 .a+ ah 
a23 a24 1.. a2, > 
, b=O and c=(z -‘c,). 
From the computations above we see that necessarily 
a13=a14= .a. =al,n-2=0, 
a23=a24= . . . = a2,.-2=a2,n-1=0, 
al,,-1 =a2,ns 
al,, = al,,- 102,“. 
Hence ~=l+tlA,,+~~+...+~,_~+tlA~~+~~+...+~,_,+t~A~,+~,+...+~,_,+ 
+tA 2 a,+2a,+2a,+...+2a”~2+a”_,+cr,= 
=Ad ns*s,.s,s2...sn-,s,_,.s,~,(1 + 4Aan_3+ b&e, + 
++4x-3+an-2+a _ +t2A~,~s+an-2+an-,+a,) for t13t2~k. ” 1 
To state the results in the sequel better we first give a definition: For four 
a 
simple roots a, p, y, 6 forming a D4-diagram .-:<*a we define: 
.Y 
U’a~B~Y)={1+~~A,+t,A~+tfA,+a+~+~2Aa+8+y+~~~~~,s~s~~~~,~2~~~ and 
Xsmspisy = PPiY)e S&S&, c xs&$s*sy *
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We abbreviate U(% af;arn) by U(CP;m) 
So in case (v) above we have found the two-dimensional cell 
(iii) ’ 
(iv)’ 
W’ 
We obtain ns2sj.,.s,_zXs,. 
We obtain (cf. (v) above) the two-dimensional cell 
4p-, ~s~s~“~s”-~s”-,~s”-, X s,-3s,;s,-,. 
5.2.3. So 9Jx consists of the point X,, the n lines n,X,,, nszs,...+-,Xs, (2sf5 
sn - l), ns2s3...sne2 Xs, and +n(n - 1) two-dimensional cells given above. From 
the remarks in 9 2 we deduce what the relative positions of lines and two-cells 
in CZx are: 
I: m e 
a) for three simple roots a&, al, a, forming an A3-diagram m-----.-e the 
closure of Xs,s,;s, is described in 0 4.2.3. 
iE p/*e b) for four simple roots Q&, ap, a,, ap forming a D4-diagram l - * 
the closure of Xs,s,;s, follows analogously: \-‘*nl 
the two-cell Xs,s,;s, consists of the affine pieces 
(1 +tA,i;+tAap+t2~,x+ap+a,)Urr,+a,+al+a,~~~s,s,s,, (tek fixed) of lines of 
type m, which have the points 1 + fAaK + tAUp+ t2A,# + or,+cw,)es,s,sP E X&t;sP in 
their closure. 
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The closures of the two-cells are the irreducible components of ~8~: 
- 
n 
s~s,‘s~s~“‘s~s~~,‘s~+,sy+2~“s”~~ qs”=Ca,n (lS&j-3), 
n S*S,‘SJS~“‘S~-,Sy-~‘S~ L%+l;SX =G-*,R+l;R (2sk5n-2), 
rl s~s,~s,s,“‘s”-~s”-~‘s,~~ Z”_,s,;s,-, =Cn-3,n;n-29 
n s~s,‘s~s~“‘s”-~s”-~‘s”-~ ~s”&,;s” =G-3,n-1;n9 
n s~s,‘s~s~“‘sn-~sn-~‘s”-~ ~s,-Js,;s,-, =Cn-3,n;n-1. 
The components C,,, are the product of a line of type R. and a line of type t?. 
The components C,, I;m where the simple roots a&, ae, Q, form an AS- 
diagram t 
m I 
- a-- l are described in Q 4.2.3. The special sections are 
denoted A,! (=G,enG,f;,) and &,, (=n,&,d. 
The components C,,,;, where the simple roots alk, al, a,, clP form a D4- 
R P/.P 
diagram l - l 
- - - - - -em 
are also ruled surfaces with e = 2. They have special 
sections dL,I;m=CR,P;pr)CR,P;m=~~,p;p and ~g,P;m=ns,ds,p;m with selfinter- 
section -2 resp. +2. 
5.2.4. The geometric intersections of the irreducible components follow from 
the above. To understand the list below, note that CR,I=CP,a and Qm= 
= CP,C;m. On the right hand side we give subdiagrams of the Dynkin diagram 
of G. The existence of such a subdiagram is equivalent to the statement on the 
left. 
R=m e n 
ws,. = line of type 8. * l .-. 
il m P n 
= point * .-. .-. 
=0 o otherwise 
R P e=r q c 
cR,Pncp,q;r =line of type r e l -..-a--.-.-..- 
P 4 
l or  e-*-e-* 
=A, 
= point 
i&r 
R=p r P=q 
@ .-.-. 
R P r P=q R P r e * .-.-.-. or l -.-.-. 
I 
)4 
c P e 4 
or l -.-.-. 
I 
=0 * otherwise 
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l r 
R=p m P=q 
e o-o-. 
or 
= point 
a p=ril f=r q 
0 .-.-.-. 
II In e=p r 4 
or o-9-o-o-o 
=0 e otherwise 
The geometric intersection diagram for II = 7 (with the conventions of $4.2.4) 
is given below. 
REMARKS 
1. The horizontal dotted lines indicate lines of type 1, 2, 3, 4 (from top to 
bottom) and the vertical dotted lines indicate lines of type 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 (from 
left to right). 
2. For the interpretation of the diagram as a geometric intersection diagram we 
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should again make the same remarks as for the An-case in 0 4.2.4: 
a) all indicated line-intersections represent different lines. 
b) some indicated point-intersections represent the same point. This is the 
case in the situations analogous to those mentioned in 0 4.2.4, remark 2. 
Moreover have C, _ 4, n _ 2; Cn-4n-l; Cn-3,n-l;n-2 and C,,-3,n-l;n as well as 
Cn-4,n-2; C,-,,; Cn-3,n;n-2 and Cn-3,n;n-l a point in common. 
3. The $z(n - 3) components C,,, correspond to the $n(n - 3) polarizations of 
x, cf. [5, Th. 7.11. 
5.3.1. In this section x is a 2-regular nilpotent in Q with associated partition 
(2n - 3,1,1,1). In this section is ~724. We shall also give as a corollary the 
results for 2-regular nilpotents with associated partition (4,4), so with n = 4. 
One checks that x= C%, A,! has associated partition (2n - 3,1,1, l), so 
H={a2,a3 ,...) a,>cs. 
A+ -~+W={ a*,al+a2,al+a2+a3,...,al+2rx2+2a3+ *-* +2o,-z+a,-,+a,}, 
i.e. A+ -A + (H) consists of all positive roots containing al. 
The w E W with ~-‘(a~)>0 for 2sijn or, equivalently, with R(w)C 
Cd, lo+(H), are 
(i) w=sIs2 ..-qe2sk- 1 for 1 SRjn. 
(ii) w=sls2..*snP2s,. 
(iii) ~=s~s~~~~s,-~s,~~s,. 
(iv) w=s1s2... S,_~S,_~S,S,_~S,_~“‘S,_R+~S,-C for 2sJLsn- 1. 
5.3.2. With the notation of 3 5.2.2 we have 
u=l i i ~~andx-~ Eni-1 yi;:, i 
with a=(a2a3’.‘a,)~M~,.-,, b=(b,+Ib,+2”‘b2n-1)~M,,n-l. 
- 0 -aEn- -aG,-l+bEn-l 0 
zrlxu= 0 En-1 Gil-1 G,-l&+E,,-,b 
0 0 -E,-1 -En-,6 
0 0 0 0 - 
with aE,- 1 = (0 a2 a3 ..a anpI) and 
The computations are analogous to the previous cases. We obtain in the four 
cases above: 
(i)‘& nsls *... 3,-,&,-, (25&N. 
(ii) ns,s *... sn_,&n. 
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-aG,-,+bEn-l=(-a,-, a,+b,+, b,+2 bn+3 ... b2n-2). 
(iii) 4,s2...sn~,Xsn~,sn. 
09 ns,s,...s,_,Xs,s,_,;s,_,: QSgSn- 1). 
The planes &,,sn-,;sn-x are the analogon of the previous defined XS,S,;S,: now 
U(“,n-l;n-R)= 
= (1 +~l~~,~,-~l~,“+f2~~“~r+a,~~+,+...+a,~,+a,~ K&n+r...snl 
It19 l,Ek) 
and 
5.3.3. It follows that 3X consists of the point X,, the n lines IE,,,~..,~~-,X~, 
(1 sgjn- l), n S,S,...S,_ZXS, and the n- 1 planes 
n S,S2”‘S”-2 x &-I% ns,s*...s,~2xs,s,_,;s,_, GSsn- 1). 
From the remarks in 9 2 we deduce what the relative positions of lines and 
planes in gx are: the plane XS,S,_,;S,_, consists of the affine pieces 
(1 + elm, - %Ju a,-x+a,~,+,+“‘+a,_,+a,es,s,_,~“s,-~ (t E k fixed) 
of lines of type n -R, which have the points 
(1 +%-, -tAa,)es,s,-,...s,_x+, ~Xs,S,_,;S,-U+, 
in their closure. 
The closures of the planes are the irreducible components of $: 
n S,S*“‘S,-, XS”&S” = G- l,n, 
n S,S2”.S,-, ~s”-,s”;sn-# =Cn-l,n;n-R (2jRjn- 1). 
The component C, _ i, n is the product of a line of type II - 1 and a line of 
type n. It corresponds to the unique polarization of x (cf. [5] Th. 7.1). The 
components Cn-l,n;n-fi are ruled surfaces over a diagonal d,- l,n in C,- t,n 
with lines of type N - 8. as fibres. For 8. = 2,3 we have seen them before, for R> 3 
analogous statements hold as we made for & = 2,3 in 0 5.2.3. All components 
Cn-l,n;n-8 are ruled surfaces with e=2 and special sections dn,n-l;n-L= 
=Cn,n-I;n-KnCn,n-l;n-A+l=An,n-l;n-~+l and An,n-l;n-~=ns,_lAn,n-l;n-K 
with selfintersections -2 resp. +2. The geometric intersections of the com- 
ponents follow from the above: 
G-1,nf-G-1,n;n-,=A,-,,,, 
Cn-l,n;n-k+l f-W,-,,,;,-,=o;,- - -A l,n,n ki 1 - n- l,n;n-& (3z5Rsn- l), 
all other intersections are empty. 
By applying a triality automorphism of D4 to the result above for n = 4 we 
conclude that for a nilpotent x in 60s with associated partition (4,4) we obtain 
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components Ci,s, CJi2 and C1,si4 or components C1,4, C1,4;2 and Ci,+s, 
according as to which of the two conjugacy classes with associated partition 
(4,4) the element x belongs. 
6. THE COMPONENTS OF 4 FOR G OF TYPE E,, (n =6,7,8) 
Let G be a simple linear algebraic group of type E,,. We follow the con- 
ventions of Bourbaki for the root system of type E,, ([l, VI 4.10; VI 4.11; 
VI 4.12 and planches V, VI, VII]). 
Let x be a 2-regular unipotent in G (there is a unique 2-regular conjugacy 
class). We do not give a computation like before because there is not a nice 
presentation of G as a matrix group. The components of %& follow however 
from work of Spaltenstein [9, Prop. 10.11 on p. 1571: 
For a simple group G of type A,, D, or E,, and x a 2-regular unipotent in 
G the irreducible components of gX correspond bijectively with subdiagrams 
m 
.-.-.-...-.-. /---.a 
----•P 
of type Dp (JJ 2 2) of the Dynkin 
diagram, such that the parabolic subgroup Pn,r is conjugate to a polarization 
of x. For simple groups of type A, or D, we recognize here the components 
C,,, (if r,=2) and Ca,P;m (if p>2). 
To describe the components of gX for G of type En we use induction of 
unipotent conjugacy classes (cf. [7]): for each A, @& 3) or Dp (~22) sub- 
diagram of the E,-Dynkin diagram the conjugacy class of a 2-regular uni- 
potent y in a corresponding simple group of type A, or Dp corresponds under 
induction to the 2-regular unipotent conjugacy class in G. Moreover, if y maps 
to the 2-regular unipotent XE G the variety gY maps isomorphically onto a 
union of irreducible components of ?&. 
With the above it is now an easy exercise to find the 20 (for II = 6), 27 (for 
n = 7) resp. 35 (for n = 8) irreducible components of gX. If two components 
can be obtained by induction from one 2-regular conjugacy class in a group of 
type A, or Dp we also have their intersection. Otherwise a more careful1 ana- 
lysis is necessary. One can use here the observation of Spaltenstein [9, 10.8 on 
p. 1521 that for a,/?eS with (a, p’) #O each line of type a intersects exactly 
one line of type /3. 
As a result we obtain the intersections as represented in the diagram below. 
Conventions for point- and line-intersections as before. Note that again all 
dotted horizontal and vertical lines represent lines of type a for some a& E S. 
REMARK. The diagram below is for Es. The diagrams for E6 and E, are sub- 
diagrams thereof in the obvious way. 
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_----- --===----- 
--z=- 
-------=======:----------- 
‘\ d 328 
1 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Dynkin diagram .-.-. 
I 
-.-e-----.-* 
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